1. If the earth's surface be an ellipsoid of revolution, whose moments of inertia round the polar and equatorial axes are C and A, and if g be the mass of a mountain placed on any meridian, with coordinates it is required to find the change of position in the earth's axis caused by the addition of the mass g (supposed in the first instance to be placed upon the earth ab extra). If X be the latitude on which g is placed, we have tan \ = -; and if 0 be the angle made with the earth's axis by any axis x in the meridian of g ,i f I be the total moment of inertia rou axis, we have I = A s in 2 0+C cos2 6 + g (ar1 cos2 0+ z2 sin2 xz sin 6 cos . . .
The new axis of rotation is that which makes 1 = maximum, or d l= 0 , from which we find, after some reduction, If we make 6 = maximum, or d6 0, we which the mass g must be placed so as to produce the maximum shift in the position of the earth's axis.
-tan 26=------------_ (2) ( C -
Differentiating ( or, since -== tan X, after some reductions, oc t a n 2X= c2 (0 -A) -f-get2
This determines the position in which the mass g will produce the mj mum effect in displacing the earth's axis. 2. In order to make use of the preceding formulae in calculation | | necessary to determine the absolute numerical values of 0 and A whj may be done as follows :-From Clairaut's theorem* we obtain
where M =m ass of the earth, a = equatorial radius, e=ellipticity: 1 300' <7=ratio of centrifugal force to gravity at the equator =JL, j From observations on Precession and N utationf we find C-A 1 C 306
From equations (4) and (5) This equation shows that the pole moves away from the mass and that this mass is most effective at the latitude of 45°.
3. In order to apply the preceding to the case of our actual conti nents and oceans, we integrate (7) along the meridian as follows,
r= radius of earth, l = ■ longitude, \ = latitude, t = height of continent or depth of sea above or below the zero plane.
Hence we have and finally tan 26=26--935-6 cos A sin 2\d\,
The zero plane, from which t is measured, is the surface of the ellip soid similar to the sea-surface, and containing the same volume as the total solid matter of the globe. It is thus found : assuming the mean height of the continents above the sea-level at about 1000 feet, and the mean depth of the ocean at about two miles, we have, in miles,
[where x is the height of the zero plane above the present mean seabottom, and L, W are the areas of land and water : L = 52 millions of square miles. W =145 "
Substituting in (9) we find #=0-58 mile.,
The zero plane, therefore, or original surface of the solid earth before it became wrinkled by geological forces, lies at a depth of 1-42 foot below the sea-level. In using equation (8) we must therefore write t= +• 1-62 mile (continent). t = -0*58 " (ocean).
In calculating the motion of the pole caused by the ocean excavations, the weight of the sea-water must be considered, and, by chance, it hap pens that the weight of the sea-water somewhat more than counter balances the weight of the surface-rock excavated; so that the depression of the ocean-surfaces of the earth beneath the zero plane have had little or no effect in shifting the position of the pole.
Assuming 1*026 and 2*75 as the densities of sea-water and surfacerock, we have for the excess of weight of water added above that of rock excavated, expressed in depth of rock, in miles, 2 x 1-026 -0-S8 x 2-75 _ fl,i7 2 *75
The introduction of the weight of the sea will thus give us (raising i the zero plane by 0*17 of a mile) t= +1*45 mile (continent), t= 0*00 " (ocean).
The formulae (8) may be brought into a shape fit for calculation in the j following way:-multiplying both sides by r we have rd= -9 3 5 * 6^2 (1 -cos3X), which gives the displacement of the pole in English miles. If we assume, for convenience of the quadrature, dl= 5°, we have 2r=7916 miles, r d l =3 45 " i= T 45 mile, M=!"Brr3 cubic miles of surface-rock, which has half the I mean density of the entire earth.
"We may calculate from these data ♦ M = 519440 million cubic miles of surface-rock, -1 7*3^=7836*6 " Hence, finally, -14*11 ( 1 -cos3\). . . . . . .
. (10)| |
This equation expresses that a semilune of continent 5° in width, > I elevated from the pole to the equator, being 345 miles in width at the ,1 equator and zero at the pole, will push the earth's axis away from it || though a distance of 14*11 miles.
If we imagine a continent occupying 90° of longitude of a semilune, || and extending from the equator to the pole, we find, if l denote the hour-1 angle from the meridian bisecting the continent,- The displacement of the pole, in miles, produced by this imaginary continent is, by equation (10), r 0 = -14*11 x 17*86=-252 miles.
No. II. On the amount of shifting of the Earth's Axis, already caused by the elevation of the existing Continents.
Having shown in the preceding note that the motion of the earth's axis caused by the geological wrinkling of the earth's surface depends (in consequence of the weight of the sea-water) only on the continents, it remains for me to calculate the numerical amount of change of axis produced by each of the existing continents. (11) in which the meridian of each 5° of longitude is used, X' and X being the lowest and highest degrees of latitude of the land on each meridian.
The expression cos3 X' -cos3 X is found by observation on the globe, and resolved into its components X and Y, regarding the North Pole as the axis moved. We thus find 
6-78
Hence we obtain, finally, X = -0-06 +14-19;= +14-13, Y = -6-78+ 2-62= -4-16.
Multiplying these results by 14-11, the coefficient of equation (11), we find the following displacements in miles X (towards Yucatan) = 199-4 miles, Y (towards Behring's Strait)=58-7 miles.
Compounding these together we find VX2+ Y 2= 207*1 miles, X . = = tan < p,
This resultant coincides with the meridian of the Andes.
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II. Africa. North Africa. Adding all together we obtain, finally, X = -0*22 = 3*1 miles (towards Rangoon), Y = -l*91s=26'9 miles (towards Behring's Strait). Hence, finally, X = -0*18+2*67 = + 2*49, Y = -0*06 +1*47= +1*41; or X = +2*49=35*1 miles (towards Yucatan), Y = +1*41 =19*9 miles (towards Greenwich). 30*2 ------30*2 The power of Europe and Asia in moving the pole is partly due to the extension of this continent along the parallel of 45°, which is the most effective latitude. The actual effect produced by Europe and Asia was not much less than that of our imaginary continent (Note I.), occu pying one eighth part of the surface of the globe.
The. foregoing results are positive, and the motions of the pole indi cated must have actually occurred when the existing continents were formed. But simultaneously with these elevations depressions must have gone on elsewhere, continents disappearing beneath the sea and sinking to the zero plane, while other continents were rising. It is to be noticed that although the excavation of the sea-bottom to its present depth below the zero plane, corrected for the weight of the ocean, pro duces no motion in the pole, yet that the depression of a continent down to the zero plane produces a motion of pole equal and opposite to that produced by its elevation. I have calculated the hypothetical effects of the depression of imaginary continents occupying the sites of the present Pacific Ocean, with the following results
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The Rev. S. Hence, finally, X = + 2-21-13*28=-11*07, Y = +17*21 -0*33= + 16*88; or X = -11*07=156*2 miles (towards Rangoon). Y = +16*88 = 238*2 miles (towards Greenwich).
The total effect of a continent equal to the North Pacific would be VX2+ Y 2= 250*6 miles, tan (^)^ = 0 = 0° 47' E. of 180°.
The total effect of a continent equal to the South Pacific Ocean would be V X2+ Y2= 201*8 miles, tan (<f) V>=23° 17' E. of Greenwich. The tidal observations at Port Kennedy were made hourly for 23 days; ' and in my former discussion of these tides (Part VI.) I used only the obi servations made in the neighbourhood of H. W. and L. "W., obtaining t the following results for the Tidal Coefficients :-Diurnal Tide. S=23*4 inches. t,= 5 h 12m. M=20*9 inches. »m= 0 h 34m.
Semidiurnal Tide. S=7*0 inches. t , " M=17*0 inches. tm= -0 h 12m.
